From: M~chete Johnson (HARRINGTOI~)
Sent: Friday, June 04, 2004 2:04 PM
To-’ Craig Mundie
C¢: David Prit~hard; Carly Barrett; Nichele Johnson (HARRINGTON)
Subject: Daily Update (6/4/2004) -- Response Requested
Questions
JCOC has changed the September trip. It now goes to Pacific (Hawaii, Japan, Korea and Guam)
on 9/19 through 9/26. You have a cruise on Serendipity on 9/25 and 9/26 with Tere and Stan
Foster. Will you reschedule?

LCA has asked is it possible for you to stay over to June 16th to meet with Admiral Art
Cebrowski (just checking the possibility at this point -- we do not know for sure whether
Cebrowski is available)? We tried to get this meeting for after the APEC session on June 15th
but the Admiral is not available. I understand that this time may be of the essence. If you are
willing/able to do this, they know DoD/~,rmy team would like to have you talk to Army
Acquisition Executive, Mr. Bolton, about their FCS code integration dilemma. - Or - Can all of
this wait until you return to the DC area on July 13th? Conflict: Dentist appointment; Gpsix
Mid-Year Review (from February), TCI Search Update telecon, Corporate Staff Council
(proposed topics are listed below).
The two proposed agenda items are:
An update on the email retention policy, and
A proposal to make formal assignments of corporate policy making role.
Note to Mharring: Email, 6/4, 11:32 a.m.
Scott Charney will not be able to attend the 6/24, Wagged/MS Brainstorm. He has to be in
Calgary speaking at conference. Is Scott key at this meeting?

Speaking Role, Progress and Freedom Foundation event in Aspen, 8/22-24. Conflict: I am
hofding 8/24, among other dates, for Major General Dale Meyerrose visit to Microsoft. I have
asked if the General has decided on a date - haven’t heard back yet. Both this speaking event
and the General’s visit look promising - which should be a priority?[Craig Mundie] Unless Dale
locks-in now, I should try to do the PFF speech and get Meyerrose to move to another
date. We have been informed that Narayana Murthy is planning to be in Seattle on
8/23. Options below:
1) Ravi Venkatesan would like to leverage Mr. Murthy’s visit on 8/23 (Monday) and suggests
that we accept.
2) Do you want to speak on 8/22 (Sunday), return to Seattle? Reviewed with Davidpr and
this may be difficult as you will be coming off vacation.
3) You could meet with Murthy on 8/23, travel to Aspen, stay overnight, speak on 8/24,
return that afternoon to Seattle
4) Maria Wald is having dinner with Meyerrose on 6/7 and will present our offered dates to
him. I am holding 7 dates besides the 8/24 date.
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Note to Mharring: email0 6/3, 10:00 p.m. and 6/2, 9:18
Updates
I sent a plant (Double Lucky Bamboo) in a pot to Alexis to let her know that we are thinking
her. I sent you separate email regarding Alexisl
Jeff Jonas, SRD, sent you and email last night (6/3) asking if he could reschedu~e the 6/24
meeting. He has had something come up in DC that conflicts with this date. He also suggests
topics for the meeting. His assistant, Sally, forwarded the email to me. I have asked her for
new dates over the next four months. I see that you responded to Jeff.
Note to Mharring: email, 6/4, 12:54 p.m.
Meetings
06/14, Gspix, Discuss Style of Presenting.
Reading
Issue Advisory - Recap WSJ Article on IP
Declined
None
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